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1 Introduction
One of the many contributions of the seminal paper of Goldwasser, Micali and Racko 16] is the
introduction of the notion of knowledge complexity. Knowledge complexity is intended to measure
the computational advantage gained by interaction. Hence, something that can be obtained without
interaction is not considered knowledge. The latter phrase is somewhat qualitative and supplies
the intuition underlying the denition of zero-knowledge (i.e., knowledge complexity zero) given in
16]. Quantifying the amount of knowledge gained by interaction, in case it is not zero, is more
problematic.1 We stress that the denition of zero-knowledge does not depend on the formulation
of the amount of knowledge gained since this denition addresses the case in which no knowledge
is gained.

1.1 Motivation for the study of Knowledge Complexity

Whatever a party can compute in solitude is a function of the information it has and its computing
power. However, when two (or more) parties interact their individual computing abilities may
increase as a result of information they receive from other parties. Knowledge complexity is intended
to capture this increase in computing ability. Thus, knowledge complexity is a fundamental measure
of interaction between parties, and it diers from other measures of interaction such as information
entropy 25, 9] and communication complexity 26, 22]. The following examples may help to illustrate
what we mean. In all these examples we assume that Bob is restricted to probabilistic polynomialtime (in the parameter n), whereas no computation restrictions are placed on Alice. We also assume
throughout this discussion that integer factorization is an infeasible task (i.e., cannot be performed
in probabilistic polynomial-time).

Example 1 Suppose that Alice uniformly selects a string r 2 f0 1gn and sends it to Bob. From
an information theoretic point of view, Bob has received n bits (of maximum entropy) and the
same holds with respect to the point of view of communication complexity. However, from the
computational complexity point of view Bob has received nothing as he could have generated r by
himself. Thus, Alice's message carries knowledge complexity zero (i.e., is zero-knowledge).

Example 2 Suppose that Alice just sends Bob the string 1n . Still, n bits are communicated but
both information theory and computational complexity view the interaction as being of zero contents. Again, Alice message has knowledge complexity zero (since again Bob might have produced
the received message in solitude).

Example 3 Suppose that Alice sends Bob the prime factorization of an n-bit composite number

which is given to both of them from the outside. Again, information theory says that Bob has
gained nothing from Alice's message (since the prime factorization is determined by the composite
number known to Bob). However, from the point of view of computational complexity Bob has
gained a lot: he can now perform many tasks which he could not have done before receiving the
factorization (e.g., extract square roots modulo the composite number).
The above examples are well known and so their analysis which has been focused at the qualitative question of whether Alice's behavior in these examples is zero-knowledge or not. However, as is
the case in information theory and communication complexity, the spectrum of possible behaviors
1

It seems that, in general, quantitative notions are harder to handle than qualitative ones.
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is wider than being binary (i.e., carrying zero-knowledge or not). The following examples are aimed
at demonstrating this point.

Example 4 Both Alice and Bob are given a composite number, denoted N , which is the product

of two primes each congruent to 3 mod 4. Let QNR+N denote the set of quadratic non-residues mod
N with Jacobi Symbol +1. Recall that one fourth of the elements of ZN are in QNR+N and that
it is considered infeasible to distinguish elements of QNR+N from quadratic residues mod N 15].
Suppose that Alice uniformly selects a y 2 QNR+N and sends it to Bob. It seems that Bob has
gained some knowledge (as we don't know how to uniformly sample QNR+N in polynomial-time
when only given N ). On the other hand, it seems that Bob did not gain much knowledge. In
particular, he still cannot factor N (i.e., with the help of y ). To see that an element of QNR+N
adds little knowledge towards the factorization of N (or any other NP-task) note that Bob can
uniformly select a residue with Jacobi Symbol +1 mod N . Suppose that Bob does so and let y
denote the residue produced by Bob. With probability 1=2, y 2 QNR+N (and otherwise y is a
quadratic residue modulo N ). Bob does not know whether y is in QNR+N but if elements in QNR+N
facilitate the factorization of N then Bob may try to factor N and succeed whenever y is indeed in
QNR+N (which as we said happens with probability 1=2). Thus, the message sent by Alice seems
to yield knowledge but not much (especially when compared to Alice's message in Example 3).
Another point worth noting is that repeated executions of Alice's step do not increase the
knowledge gained by Bob. This holds since given any y 2 QNR+N , Bob can easily generate (by
himself!) uniformly distributed elements of QNR+N (e.g., by uniformly selecting r 2 ZN and
outputting y  r2 (mod N )).

Example 5 Let N be as in Example 4. Suppose that Alice agrees to provide Bob with the least
signicant bit of the square root (mod N ) of any quadratic residue mod N of Bob's choice. By
18, 2] such an answer (by Alice) does yield knowledge to Bob and furthermore jN j answers of this
form allow Bob to factor N . Thus, although each answer yields little knowledge (as can be argued
analogously to Example 4), many answers yield substantial knowledge.
Examples 3, 4 and 5 demonstrate that there is more to knowledge complexity than merely determining whether a protocol is zero-knowledge or not. Following Goldwasser, Micali and Racko
16], we suggest that the knowledge gained by interaction can be quantied. The analogy to information theory and communication complexity is telling: none of these stops at a binary distinction
between zero and positive.
Goldwasser, Micali and Racko have suggested to characterize languages according to the knowledge complexity of their interactive proof systems 16]. The lowest class consists of languages having
knowledge complexity zero. This class, also known as zero-knowledge, has received much attention
in recent years. The following example may serve as a teaser for the low (non-zero) levels of the
knowledge complexity hierarchy:

Example 6 composing zero-knowledge languages. Consider, for example, the union of two lan-

guages each having a (perfect) zero-knowledge interactive proof system. One can certainly prove
membership in the union by proving membership in one of these languages, but this, in general,
seems to leak some knowledge (yet not much). Likewise, consider the language consisting of pairs
so that exactly one of the elements in the pair belongs to a specic language having a (perfect) zeroknowledge proof system. These composed languages are not known to be (perfect) zero-knowledge
2

(in general) and yet seem to have low perfect knowledge-complexity (especially when compared to
the perfect knowledge-complexity of PSPACE-complete languages).
To summarize, we believe that the concept of knowledge complexity is a fundamental one and
that it may play an important role in Complexity Theory. Before this can happen, an adequate
denition of knowledge complexity has to be supplied. In this paper we explore several alternatives
ways of dening knowledge complexity and investigate the relations between them. But before we
start, let us recall some of basic notions and frameworks regarding zero-knowledge.

1.2 Background on zero-knowledge

Loosely speaking, an interactive proof system for a language L is a two-party protocol, by which
a powerful prover can \convince" a probabilistic polynomial time verier of membership in L, but
will fail (with high probability) when trying to fool the verier into \accepting" non-members.
An interactive proof is called zero-knowledge if the interaction of any probabilistic polynomial
time machine with the predetermined prover, on common input x 2 L, can be \simulated" by a
probabilistic polynomial time machine (called the simulator). Thus, the denition considers two
types of probability ensembles, where each ensemble associates a distribution to each x 2 L. The
two dierent distribution associated to each x 2 L are:
1. The distribution of the interaction of a probabilistic polynomial time machine with the prover
on common input x 2 L.
2. The output distribution of a probabilistic polynomial time machine (the simulator) on the
same input x.
It is required that for every distribution ensemble of type (1), there is a distribution ensemble of
type (2) such that these two distribution ensembles are similar. Similarity is interpreted in three
possible ways yielding three dierent denitions of zero-knowledge.
1. The most conservative interpretation is that the ensembles are identical. The resulting definition is called perfect zero-knowledge. An example of a language having a perfect zeroknowledge interactive proof is Quadratic Non-Residousity 17].
2. Slightly more liberal is the requirement that the ensembles are statistically close, namely that
their variation distance (Norm-1 dierence) is negligible (i.e., smaller than any polynomial
fraction in the length of the common input). The resulting denition is called statistical (or
almost perfect) zero-knowledge. For example, the results of Fortnow 10] and of Aiello and
Hastad 4] on the \complexity of zero-knowledge" refer to this denition.
3. Most liberal is the requirement that the ensembles are indistinguishable by all probabilistic
polynomial time tests. The resulting denition is called computational zero-knowledge. For
example, the result of 11] asserting that \all languages in NP have zero-knowledge proofs
provided that commitment schemes exist" refers to this denition.

1.3 Dening Knowledge Complexity

Unless otherwise indicated, the following discussion refers to the denitions of knowledge complexity
in which the simulated conversations are close to the real one in the statistical sense. Namely, we
consider the hierarchy of knowledge complexity extending statistical zero-knowledge (as the zero
level). Here we consider knowledge complexity in the context of interactive proof systems. The
actual denitions apply to any pair of interactive machines.
3

A rst attempt. An attempt to formalize the \amount of knowledge" (in case it is not zero)

has appeared in the preliminary version of 16] but was omitted from the later version of this
work 17] since the authors themselves found it inadequate (Micali, private communication). By
the preliminary formulation of 16] the knowledge complexity of an interactive proof (P V ) is
said to be k(jxj) if there exists a simulator which can generate a distribution M (x) such that the
variation distance2 of M (x) and (P V )(x) is bounded above by 1 ; 2;k(jxj) + jxj;c for all constants
c > 0 and suciently long x's. Hence, any prover which with probability 21 sends nothing, leaks
(by this denition) at most 1 bit of knowledge. In particular, a prover that with probability 12
reveals a Hamiltonian path in the input (Hamiltonian) graph (and otherwise reveals nothing),
is considered to leak only one bit of knowledge (contradicting our feeling that this prover gives
away a lot). However, the same analysis applies to a prover which merely tell the verier whether
the input graph is Hamiltonian or not. Thus, this measure does not distinguish between these
provers and this contradicts our feelings that the former prover gives away much more knowledge.
Furthermore, by this denition, all protocols have knowledge complexity bounded by k(jxj) =
log(jxj)
o(1)  the reason being that one can simulate them by any distribution, since the variation distance
(of any distribution) towards the real interaction is at most 1 which, in turn, is smaller than
1 ; 2;k(jxj) + jxj;O(1) = 1 ; jxj1=o(1) + jxj;O(1). In particular, it follows that all languages in the
xj)
class IP (i.e., all languages having interactive proof systems) have knowledge complexity log(j
o(1) .
This contradicts our feeling that one may give away more knowledge see below. We mention that,
prior to our work, the notion of knowledge complexity (apart from zero-knowledge) has not been
investigated any further.

A suggested criteria. Our search for a denition of knowledge complexity is guided by the

intuitive discussion in Subsection 1.1. In particular, we postulate that the knowledge complexity
of a protocol must be bounded above by its communication complexity. We also believe that this
upper bound should be obtainable, by some protocols, for every possible value of the communication
complexity. Thus, knowledge complexity should range between zero and polynomial.
We suggest several denitions of knowledge complexity and discuss them in light of the above
criteria. Our denitions utilize well-established frameworks such as oracle machines, communication
complexity, conditional probability spaces and machines which accepts hints. Among the denitions
of knowledge complexity presented below, we nd the following most intuitive.

Knowledge as communication in an alternative interaction (or simulation with the
help of an oracle). A prover P is said to yield at most k(jxj) bits of knowledge if whatever

can be eciently computed through an interaction with P on input x (in the language), can
also be eciently computed on input x through an interaction with an alternative machine which
sends at most k(jxj) bits. Hence, the computational advantage gained by the interaction with
the prover who may send much more than k(jxj) bits can be simulated by an interaction with a
machine which only sends k(jxj) bits. In some sense, this approach reduces knowledge complexity to
communication complexity. Clearly, knowledge complexity as dened here is bounded above by the
communication complexity and we show (in Section 5) that the bound may be met in some cases.
We note that, without loss of generality, the \knowledge-giving-machine" can be made memoryless
and deterministic, by supplying it with all previous messages and with coin tosses. Hence, the
\knowledge-giving-machine" is merely an oracle (and we may think of the simulation as being
P
2
Recall that the variation distance between the random variables Y and Z is 21
jProb(Y = ) ; Prob(Z = )j.
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performed by an oracle machine and count the number of its binary queries). We present three
variants of the above denition. These variants are analogous to common variants of probabilistic
communication complexity. The most conservative (or \strict") approach is to consider the worstcase number of bits communicated on an input x. The most liberal approach is to consider the
average case (the average is taken only on the coin-tosses of the simulator, the input x is xed).
In between and (in light of our results) much closer to the worst-case variant is a relaxation of the
worst-case variant in which the simulator is only required to produce output with probability at
least one half (i.e., this is a Las Vegas variant). This last variant is hereafter referred to as the
oracle denition of knowledge complexity.
The above denition corresponds to our intuition that Alice behavior in Examples 4 and 5 gives
away very little knowledge (in each message). This seem clearly with respect to Example 5 where
only one bit is communicated and in Example 4 (when one uses the intermediate oracle denition).3
On the other hand, Alice behavior in Example 3 as well as repeated executions of the protocol in
Example 5 seem to have knowledge complexity which grows with the length of the prime factors.
This corresponds to our intuition that a lot of knowledge may be gained by Bob in these cases.

Knowledge as the measure of a good conditional probability space. An alternative ap-

proach to knowledge complexity is to provide the simulator (of the interaction between the prover
and the verier) no help, but rather relax the requirement concerning its output distribution. Instead of requiring, as in the zero-knowledge case, that the output distribution of the simulation
be similar to the distribution of the \real interaction", we only require that former distribution
contains a (good) subspace which is similar to the distribution of the \real interaction". Knowledge complexity is dened to reect the density of this good subspace (in the output distribution).
Specically, knowledge complexity is dened as (minus) the logarithm of the density of this good
subspace in the entire probability space (i.e., the output distribution). Again, knowledge complexity as dened here is bounded above by the communication complexity and we show (in Section 5)
that the bound may be met in some cases. Also note that Alice behavior in Example 4 is clearly of
knowledge complexity 1 according to the denition here. Interestingly, the denition of knowledge
complexity as a \logarithm of the good fraction" agrees with the informal discussion in the 16]
paper (although the formal denition presented there was dierent { see above). In fact, Micali
(private communication) has independently discovered the \fraction" denition.
We show that knowledge-complexity as per the fraction measure approximates (up to an additive
constant) the oracle measure of knowledge-complexity. The fact that these intuitive but seemingly
dierent approaches to knowledge-complexity yields very close measures adds to our feeling that
these denitions are the adequate ones.

Knowledge as the length of a hint. Our last interpretation of knowledge-complexity is as

the length of the shortest hint which allows an ecient machine to simulate the real interaction.
Unlike in the oracle approach to knowledge complexity, this hint is a predetermined function of the
input and, in particular, does not depend on the coin-tosses of the simulator (or even the verier).
Hence, the amount of knowledge (in the hint sense) leaked by two executions of the same protocol
on the same input, always equals the amount of knowledge leaked by a single execution. We note
that the hint-length measure was suggested in 6], and seems adequate in the information theoretic
model discussed there.

Using the strict oracle measure of knowledge complexity, we only establish a superlogarithmic upper bound see
results below.
3
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We have several reasons for objecting to the last measure of knowledge-complexity (i.e., the
hint length measure). Firstly, knowledge complexity by the hint measure is not bounded by the
communication complexity this is shown explicitly in Section 5. In particular, we present a protocol
in which Alice sends a single bit but no polynomial-length hint can enable to compute this bit and
so simulate this protocol (let alone in polynomial-time). Furthermore, we conjecture that the
protocols in Examples 4 or 5 (even when executed once) have knowledge complexity which grows
with the length of the prime factors, which puts them in the same category as the protocol of
Example 3 (whereas our intuition is that the latter yields much more knowledge). Nevertheless,
the hint measure can be used to satisfactory bound the knowledge complexity of the languages in
Example 6 (i.e., 1-bit long hint suces there). This may raise hopes that, although too conservative
as a measure for protocols, the hint measure may be adequate for dening knowledge complexity
classes of languages (i.e., by considering the knowledge complexity of the cheapest interactive proof).
These hopes seems despaired if one believes, as us, that all languages in IP must have at most
polynomial knowledge-complexity: in Section 6 we extend the work of Aiello and Hastad 4], who in
turn follow Fortnow's ideas 10], showing that languages having polynomial knowledge-complexity
in the hint sense are in AM2].4 Thus, languages having polynomial knowledge-complexity by the
hint measure are unlikely to contain all of IP .

1.4 Relating the various denitions of Knowledge Complexity

In order to summarize our results concerning the relations between the various denitions, we
1=2
present the following unsound notations.5 Let kcstrict
oracle() kcoracle() and kcoracle() denote the
knowledge complexity of a protocol  = (P V ) according to the strict, average and \intermediate"
(i.e., output with probability 1=2) variants of the oracle approach. Likewise, kcfraction() and
kchint() denote the knowledge complexity of  according to the \fraction" and \hint" approaches.
In the following lines we informally summarize our results concerning the relations between the
various denitions:
1. Obvious inclusions between the various oracle1=measures:
2
For every protocol , kcoracle() ; 2  kcoracle
()  kcstrict
oracle()  kchint().
2. Closeness of the oracle and the fraction measures:
=2 () ; kc
For every protocol , kc1oracle
fraction() = O(1).

3. The strict oracle measure versus the oracle measure: For every protocol  and any unbounded
1=2
function g : N ! N , kcstrict
oracle()  kcoracle() + log(log(jxj)) + g (jxj) whereas for any c > 0
=2 () = p(jxj),
and for any polynomial p : N ! N , there exists a protocol  such that kc1oracle
1=2
and kcstrict
oracle()  kcoracle() + log(log(jxj)) + c.
4. The average oracle measure may be much smaller than the oracle measure: For every polyno=2 ()  p(jxj).
mial p(jxj), there exists a protocol  such that kcoracle()  p(j1xj) , and kc1oracle
We also show that languages having logarithmic knowledge-complexity in the hint sense are in coAM2].
The notations below suggest that knowledge-complexity is a functional which assigns each protocol a unique
function (i.e., upper bound). This is inaccurate since actually each protocol is assigned a (countable) set of functions
see Section 2. Still, we urge the reader to ignore this point for the time being, and think of the knowledge-complexity
of a protocol, according to each measure, as of a single function. The formal interpretation of the results below can
be derived by using the notational conventions of Section 2.
4
5
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5. The hint measure may be much larger than the oracle measure: There exists a protocol  such
that kcstrict
oracle() = 1, and kchint() > p(jxj) for any polynomial p.
6. Each measure gives rise to a strict hierarchy: For every polynomial-time computable function
k(), there exists an protocol  such that kc()  k(jxj) by all the measures suggested in this
paper, yet it also holds that kc() > k(jxj) ; 3 by all these measures.
The last result asserts that the knowledge complexity hierarchy of protocols (classied by their
knowledge complexity) is \rich". We remark that an analogous result for the knowledge complexity
of languages would separate BPP from PSPACE .
Among our proofs of the above results, we nd the proof which upper bounds the fraction
measure by the oracle measure (i.e., the proof of Proposition 4.3) to be the most interesting one.

1.5 Subsequent works

Following the conference publication of this paper, subsequent work has been done in two directions.
The rst direction, pursued in 7], 13] and 24], focuses on the oracle (or, equivalently fraction)
measure of knowledge complexity and is aimed at relating the knowledge complexity of languages
to their computational complexity. The rst step was taken by Bellare and Petrank 7] who showed
that any language having a g ()-round interactive proof of (statistical) knowledge complexity k(),
where k(n)  g (n) = O(log n), resides in BPP N P . Subsequently, Goldreich, Ostrovsky and Petrank 13] showed that all languages that have logarithmic (statistical) knowledge complexity are
in BPP N P . This was done by providing a rened analysis of a procedure in 7] and by relating the
hierarchies of statistical and perfect knowledge-complexity with respect to the honest verier6. In
particular it was shown how to transform an interactive proof of statistical knowledge complexity
k() (w.r.t. the honest verier) into an interactive proof of perfect knowledge complexity k()+log()
(w.r.t. the honest verier). Petrank and Tardos 24] have extended 4] and 13] and showed that
languages with logarithmic knowledge complexity are in AM\ coAM. Thus, unless the polynomial
time hierarchy collapses, NP -complete languages have super logarithmic knowledge complexity.
The second direction, pursued by Aiello, Bellare and Venkatesan 1], focuses on knowledgecomplexity under the average oracle measure. Firstly, they introduced a more rened denition of
average knowledge-complexity and related it to the notion dened in this paper. Secondly, they
showed that the perfect and statistical knowledge-complexity hierarchies of languages are close up
to a negligible additive term. This provides an alternative characterization of the class of Statistical
Zero-Knowledge (i.e., as languages having negligible Perfect knowledge-complexity). Thirdly, they
showed that languages with average logarithmic knowledge-complexity reside in BPP N P . This
result, which suggests that as far as languages are concerned average knowledge-complexity is not
very far from knowledge-complexity (in the non-average oracle sense), stands in contrast to our
results by which there are protocols for which the average knowledge-complexity is vastly smaller
than the non-average version.

1.6 Organization

In Section 2 we present the formal denitions of the various knowledge complexity measures. We
also state some simple connections between the various measures. In Section 3 we further discuss
these denitions. We proceed, in Section 4 by showing inclusion relations between the various
measures. This section includes the assertion that the oracle measure and the fraction measure are
6
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equal up to an additive constant. In Section 5 we present some separating protocols, i.e., protocols
for which the various measures assign dierent knowledge complexity functions. These protocols
demonstrate why we cannot achieve tighter inclusion relations between the measures (tighter than
the relations shown in Section 4). In Section 5 we also demonstrate the strictness of the hierarchy
of protocols classied by their knowledge complexity. In Section 6, we discuss the hint measure of
knowledge complexity and prove properties of this measure which indicate that it is an inadequate
measure.

2 Denitions of knowledge complexity and some basic results
In this section we present the various denitions of knowledge complexity. In each of the various
denitions, knowledge complexity zero coincides with the (known) concept of zero-knowledge. For
sake of brevity we present only the denitions of knowledge complexity that extend statistical zeroknowledge. Analogue denitions can be derived to extend perfect zero knowledge and computational
zero-knowledge. All the analogous results (presented in this paper) hold, except for the perfect
knowledge-complexity analogue of Proposition 4.7 and the computational knowledge-complexity
analogue of Section 6.
For simplicity we dene knowledge complexity only in the context of interactive proof systems
where we are interested in the knowledge given away by the prover. However, these denitions
apply to any interaction and to the knowledge given away by any of the interactive parties. Also,
for simplicity, we consider in all our denitions only machines (veriers and simulators) which run
in strict polynomial time. Analogue denitions and results for machines which run for expected
polynomial time, can be derived (although, in some cases, the proofs are slightly more involved).

Some Standard Notations: Let (P V )(x) be a random variable representing V 's view of the

interaction of P and V on input x. This includes V 's coin tosses and the (the transcript of) the
interaction. The probability space is that of all possible outcomes of the internal coin-tosses of V
and P . We will be interested in probability ensembles which associate a distribution (equivalently,
a random variable) to each x 2 L  f0 1g . Specically, we will consider ensembles of the form
f(P V 0)(x)gx2L and fM 0(x)gx2L, where V 0 is an arbitrary polynomial-time interactive machine and
M 0 is a simulator. When we say that two ensembles, fD1(x)gx2L and fD2(x)gx2L, are statistically
close we mean that the variation distance between them is a negligible function in the length of x.
That is, for every positive polynomial p and for all suciently long x's
X



jProb(D1(x) = ) ; Prob(D2(x) = )j < 1=p(jxj)

A Non-Standard Notation: The knowledge-complexity measures dened below are upper

bounds. Each measure associates with each protocol a (countable) set of lower bound functions
rather than a single function. This raises a problem when we want to compare two dierent measures. To this end we adopt the following notational convention regarding inequalities between
sets of functions. All functions we consider map strings to real numbers, and by f  g we mean
that f (x)  g (x) for all x 2 f0 1g . For sets of functions F and G and a function h, the notation
F  G + h means 8g 2 G9f 2 F so that f  g + h. Consequently F  G + h means 8f 2 F 9g 2 G
so that f  g + h and F = h means 9f 2 F so that f = h. Last, the lower bound notation F  h
means that 8f 2 F it holds that f  h. This notational convention is consistent with the intuitive
meaning of upper bounds for example, F  G suggests that upper bounds in F are not worse than
8

those in G which indeed means that for every g 2 G there exists an f 2 F so that f  g . Thus,
when considering inequalities of the type F  G, the reader may get the spirit of the statement by
thinking of both F and G as of functions.
In the following, we shall use functions over the integers, to describe the knowledge complexity
of a protocol. Some of our results require that this function is polynomial time computable in the
following (liberal) sense:

Denition 2.0 We say that the knowledge complexity bound, k : N ! N , is polynomial time computable if there exists a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm that on input 1n outputs k(n) with
probability at least 32 (equivalently, at least 1 ; 2;n ).

This denition is more liberal than the standard one, in which, the input (n) is given to the
machine in binary representation, thus allowing the machine to run only for poly(log(n)) number
of steps.

2.1 The hint measure

In the rst denition, knowledge is interpreted as a function of the input x.

Denition 2.1 (knowledge complexity - Hint version): Let k : N ! N be a function over

the integers. We say that an interactive proof system  = (P V ) for a language L can be simulated
using a hint of length k, if for every probabilistic polynomial time verier V 0 there exists a probabilistic polynomial (in jxj) time machine MV 0 (simulator) such that for every x 2 L there exists a
string h(x) of length at most k(jxj) such that the ensembles fMV 0 (x h(x))gx2L and f(P V 0 )(x)gx2L
are statistically close.
The knowledge complexity in the hint sense is an operator, denoted kchint, which assigns each interactive proof system  the set of functions, denoted k , so that for every k 2 k the protocol  can
be simulated using a hint of length k.
The class KC hint(k()) is the set of languages having interactive proofs with knowledge complexity
(in the hint sense) bounded above by k().

A subtle point regarding the above denition, concerns the convention of feeding the hint to the
simulator. We adopt the convention by which, the hint (a binary string) is given to the machine
on a special \hint tape". The hint string is located on the left side of the tape and is padded
to its right by innitely many zeros. The alternative convention, by which the padding is by a
special symbol (\blank" 62 f0 1g) provides implicit knowledge (i.e. the length of the hint) and is
not compatible with the other denitions (presented below). Nevertheless, in case the knowledge
complexity bound (i.e., the function k()) is polynomial-time computable, the dierence between
the two conventions is at most a single bit.7 In any case, for knowledge complexity zero there is no
dierence.
The following encoding scheme allows us to tell where the the hint string ends at the cost of only one extra bit.
Encode the hint string h by concatenating the bit 1 to its end. Namely, h is encoded as h  1. Decoding relies on the
fact that we have an upper bound on the length of h. Let k be this bound. To decode, consider the rst k + 1 bits
on the hint tape and truncate the string 10 from its right side. Namely, scan the k + 1 bits from right to left and
truncate all zeros found until encountering a 1. Truncate this 1 too, and you are left with the decoded hint string.
7
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2.2 The oracle measures

The second denition widens the interpretation of knowledge to a stochastic one. Namely, the
knowledge gained from the protocol depends on the random coins of the machine M (or the verier
V ), rather than being xed in advance. The formalization is by use of oracle machines. There are
three variants of oracle knowledge complexity.

Denition 2.2 (knowledge complexity - strict Oracle version): We say that an interactive

proof  for a language L can be strictly simulated using k oracle queries, if for every probabilistic
polynomial time verier V 0 there exists a probabilistic polynomial time oracle machine MV 0 and an
oracle A such that:
1. On input x 2 L, machine MV 0 queries the oracle A at most k(jxj) times.8
2. The ensembles fMVA0 (x)gx2L and f(P V 0 )(x)gx2L are statistically close.

1
The knowledge complexity in the strict oracle sense, denoted kcstrict
oracle (also kcoracle), and the class
strict
1
KCoracle (also KCoracle) are dened analogously to Denition 2.1.
Using the bits of the oracle as a hint we get:
Proposition 2.3 For every interactive proof , kcstrict
oracle()  kchint().

The second variant of oracle knowledge complexity allows the simulator to announce failure in half
of its runs.
Denition 2.4 (knowledge complexity - Oracle version): This denition is the same as the
previous one except that condition (2) is substituted by :
2'. For each x 2 L, machine MVA0 produces an output with probability at least 1=2. Let DV 0 (x)
denote the output distribution of MVA0 (condition that it produces an output at all). Then the
ensembles fDV 0 (x)gx2L and f(P V 0)(x)gx2L are statistically close.
=2 (also kc
1=2
The knowledge complexity in the oracle sense, denoted kc1oracle
oracle) and the class KC oracle
(also KC oracle) are dened similarly to the previous denitions.

Clearly,
=2 ()  kcstrict ().
Proposition 2.5 For every interactive proof , kc1oracle
oracle

The constant 1=2 used as a lower bound on the probability that the simulator produces an output,
can be substituted by any constant 0 <   1 to get kcoracle(). The relation of this denition to
the original one is given in the following two propositions:

Proposition 2.6 For everyl interactive
proof , and every 0 <  < 21 ,
 m
1=2
kcoracle()  kcoracle() + log 1 .
8
Here and throughout the paper we adopt the standard convention by which each oracle query is answered by a
single bit.
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Proof: Given a1 simulator that produces an output with probability , we build a new simulator
that picks 2dlog(  )e ; 1 random tapes for the original simulator and sends them to the oracle. The
oracle species the rst random tape on which the original simulator produces a conversation, or
zero if no such tape exists. In the rst case, the new simulator runs the original simulator on the
selected tape, and refers its queries
to the oracle. The probability that no output is produced by
dlog( 1 )e ;1
2
the new simulator is (1 ; )
< 12 . 2

Proposition 2.7 For every interactive proof , and every 0 <  < 12 ,
1=2

1
kc1;
oracle()  kcoracle() + dlogd1 + log(  )ee.
Proof: Similar to the1 proof of Proposition 2.6. This time the list is of length dlog( 1 )e, the failure
probability is ( 12 )dlog(  )e  , and a pointer to an element in this list requires dlog(1 + dlog( 1 )e)e
bits. 2

The third variant of the oracle knowledge complexity allows no failure, but instead allows the
simulator more exibility in the number of queries. This is done by considering the expected
number of queries rather than the worst case number.

Denition 2.8 (knowledge complexity - Average Oracle version): This denition is the
same as Denition 2.2, except that condition (1) is replaced by:

1'. On input x, the average number of queries that machine MV 0 makes to oracle A is at most
k(jxj). (Here, the average is taken over the coin tosses of the machine MV .)
The average knowledge complexity in the oracle sense, denoted kcoracle, and the class KC oracle are
dened analogously to Denition 2.1.

2.3 The fraction measure

In the last denition the simulator is given no explicit help. Instead, only a 21k fraction of its output
distribution is being considered.

Denition 2.9 (knowledge complexity - Fraction version): Let : N ! (0 1]. We say
that an interactive proof (P V ) for a language L can be simulated at density (jxj) if for every

probabilistic polynomial time verier V 0 there exists a probabilistic polynomial-time machine MV 0
with the following \good subspace" property. For any x 2 L there is a subset Sx of MV 0 's possible
random tapes such that:
1. The set Sx contains at least a (jxj) fraction of all possible coin tosses of M (x).
2. Let DV 0 (x) denote the output distribution of MVA0 conditioned on the event that MV 0 (x)'s
coins fall in Sx . Then the ensembles fDV 0 (x)gx2L and f(P V 0)(x)gx2L are statistically close.

The knowledge complexity in the fraction sense, denoted kcfraction, assigns the interactive proof 
a function k so that  can be simulated at density 2;k . The class KC fraction(k(jxj)) is dened
analogously to the previous denitions.
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3 Examples and Remarks

3.1 Focusing on the Statistical version

The presentation in this paper focuses on the statistical knowledge-complexity measures. An analogous treatment of the perfect and computational knowledge-complexity measures (for protocols) can
be easily derived, except that we do not know whether the perfect knowledge-complexity analogue
of Proposition 4.7 holds.
As per the knowledge-complexity hierarchies of languages, under some reasonable assumptions,
the hierarchy of computational knowledge-complexity is quite dull. That is, assuming the existence
of secure bit commitment scheme (i.e., the existence of one-way functions), all languages having
interactive proofs have interactive proofs of computational knowledge-complexity zero 8, 21].

3.2 Analyzing the examples of the introduction

Alice's behavior in Examples 1 and 2 is zero-knowledge and thus of knowledge-complexity zero
under all our denitions. In general, it is easy to see that zero-knowledge coincides with knowledgecomplexity zero under all our denitions. As per Example 3, we can bound the knowledgecomplexity (under each denition) by the length of the prime factorization (save the last factor
which is easy to compute from the product and the other factors). We see no way to separate the
various measures using this specic example.
Examples 4 and 5 are more interesting. Starting with Example 4, we observe that the discussion
in Subsection 1.1 implies that the knowledge-complexity by the fraction measure is at most 1. The
same holds with respect to the oracle measure (cf., Proposition 4.3). An obvious bound with respect
to the hint measure is the length of the smallest element in QNR+N (which under ERH has length
O(log jN j) 23]), and it is not clear if one can provide a better bound.
As per Example 5, Alice sends a single bit which can be easily simulated by one oracle query (or
by a good subspace of density 1/2). Thus, the knowledge-complexity of Alice's message under both
the oracle and fraction measures is bounded by 1. In general, both the oracle and fraction measures
are bounded above by the communication complexity in the Alice-to-Bob direction. Again, we don't
know if such a bound can be obtained with respect to the hint measure. In this case the best bound
we can oer is the length of the prime factorization of N (again, save the last factor).

3.3 Knowledge complexity with respect to the honest verier

It is possible to dene knowledge complexity measures and knowledge complexity classes with
respect to any xed verier, i.e., not requiring the existence of a simulation for all polynomial time
veriers but only for a specic one. An important and natural case is when we only require that
there exists a simulation of the honest verier (i.e., the verier dened in the protocol). Intuitively,
stating a knowledge complexity bound k() only for the honest verier means that if the verier
follows his part in the protocol then he gains at most k(jxj) bits of knowledge. However, if the
verier deviates from the protocol, then nothing is guaranteed and he may gain more than k(jxj)
bits of knowledge.
All the above denitions of knowledge complexity can be stated for this special case of the
honest verier simply by replacing the requirement that there exists a simulator for any possible
verier V 0 with the requirement that there exists a simulator only for the honest verier. For
example, the denition of the oracle measure of knowledge complexity for the honest verier (the
analogue of Denition 2.4) is as follows.
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Denition 3.1 (knowledge complexity - Oracle version for honest verier): We say that

an interactive proof  for a language L has an honest verier simulation with k oracle queries, if there
exists a probabilistic polynomial time oracle machine MV and an oracle A such that:
1. On input x 2 L, machine MV queries the oracle A at most k(jxj) times.

2. For each x 2 L, machine MVA produces an output with probability at least 1=2. Let D(x)
denote the output distribution of MVA (condition that it produces an output at all). Then the
ensembles fD(x)gx2L and f(P V )(x)gx2L are statistically close.

The honest-verier oracle knowledge-complexity measure hvkcoracle and the class HVKC oracle are
dened analogously to Denition 2.1.
We stress that all the results in this paper hold also with respect to the appropriate denitions
for honest verier. This holds since all our results are obtained by making transformations on the
simulator, and never by modifying the protocol.

3.4 A remark on the knowledge complexity function

Throughout the paper we consider only knowledge complexity functions which are polynomially
bounded. This follows from the fact that we consider only simulators that run in polynomial
time. Thus, the simulator can use only polynomially many oracle bits or hint bits. In the fraction
measure, the good subspace Sx must contain at least one string out of the (at most) exponentially
many possible coin tosses, and thus (minus) the logarithm of the density of the good subspace is
polynomially bounded.

4 Inclusion results

=2 ()  kcstrict ()  kc () (see Propositions 2.3 and 2.5).
For every interactive proof , kc1oracle
hint
oracle
In the following subsections we prove further inclusion relations between these denitions. We
believe that the most interesting result (and proof), in this section, is that of Proposition 4.3.

4.1 The oracle and the fraction versions are equal up to a constant

In this subsection, we prove equivalence up to an additive constant of the oracle measure and the
fraction measure of knowledge complexity. That is,

Theorem 4.1 For any interactive proof ,
=2 ()  kc
kcfraction() ; 1  kc1oracle
fraction() + 4
=2 () = O(log())
Furthermore, for kc1oracle
=2 ()  kc
kcfraction() ; 1  kc1oracle
fraction()
Theorem 4.1 follows from Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 below.
=2 () + 1.
Proposition 4.2 For any interactive proof , kcfraction()  kc1oracle
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=2 (). Suppose there is a simulator M that makes at most k queries to
Proof: Let k = kc1oracle

the oracle and produces an output with probability at least 12 . We construct a new simulator M 0
which does not make oracle queries but has a good sub-space of density at least 2;(k+1) . The
simulator M 0 randomly selects a random tape to the original simulator M and guesses (at random)
k bits representing the oracle answers. The new simulator M 0 runs M on this random tape, and
uses the k random bits to \reply to the queries" of M instead of the oracle. With probability at
least 2;k the original simulator M gets the correct oracle answers, and conditioned on this event,
M produces an output with probability at least 1=2. Thus, with probability at least 2;(k+1) , the
original simulator M both gets the correct oracle answers and does yield an output. In this case,
M 0 produces exactly the same output distribution as the original simulator. 2

Proposition 4.3 For any interactive proof  with polynomial time computable knowledge com=2 ()  kc
plexity in the fraction sense, kc1oracle
fraction() + 4.
=2 ()  kc
(For perfect knowledge-complexity we have kc1oracle
fraction() + 5.)
1=2
Furthermore, if kcfraction() = O(log()) then kcoracle()  kcfraction().
Proof: Let k = kcfraction(). Our purpose is to pick uniformly at random r 2 Sx and run

the original simulator on r. The problem is how to sample Sx . The naive solution of asking the
oracle to pick an r 2 Sx uniformly, is not good, since r might be much longer than k(jxj). A better
suggestion, that works for k = O(log jxj) follows. Pick a list of 2k ; 1 random strings for the original
machine, and ask the oracle to specify one of them that belongs to Sx . The oracle answers with
the index of the rst string which belongs to Sx , if such exists, and otherwise returns the all-zero
string. The length of the list is polynomial in jxj because k = O(log jxj). The probability of failing
(not having any good string in the list) is (1 ; 21k )2k ;1  12 (with equality holding for k = 1). Hence
=2 ()  kc
in this case (i.e., for k = O(log jxj)), we have kc1oracle
fraction().
jxj
Dealing with k = log
o(1) is somewhat more complicated. We would like to do the same as before,
but the problem is that the list of length 2k ; 1 is not polynomial (in jxj), and thus cannot be
given explicitly. In the rest of this proof, we are going to show that by somewhat sacricing the
\full" randomness of the list, we can still follow a procedure similar to the above in polynomial
time. Namely, we will use a \pseudorandom" list of 2k+2 ; 1 strings so that
(1) The list can be succinctly represented and the representation enables ecient retrieval of its
elements (i.e., given the succinct representation and an index i into the list we can eciently
nd the ith string in the list)
(2) Uniformly selecting such a representation yields a sequence which in suciently random in the
sense that with constant probability the list intersects Sx 
Combining items (1) and (2), we get an ecient procedure for sampling Sx using k +2 oracle queries.
The procedure consists of selecting at random a (succinct representation of a) list L and sending
it to the oracle which replies with the index of an element in L which resides in Sx (if such exist).
A reasonable implementation of this procedure is likely to output each of the elements in Sx with
some probability (say between O(1)=jSxj and 1=O(jSxj)), but is unlikely to sample Sx uniformly.
Let us stress that it is important that the procedure uniformly samples Sx , the reason being that
we will use the output of the procedure for running the original simulator which is guaranteed to
produce the correct output only when being run with coins uniformly selected in the good set Sx.
We thus need an alternative procedure, which using k + O(1) oracle queries samples Sx uniformly{
14

(3) There exists an oracle such that the following procedure samples uniformly in Sx. The proce-

dure picks a random list L and sends the representation of the list to the oracle. The oracle
returns k +2 bits which either provide an index to an element in the list or indicates failure. In
the rst case the procedure outputs the string pointed to by the index and in the second case
there is no output. We require that with constant probability the procedure yields output,
and that in case an output is produced it is uniformly distributed in Sx .
A natural way for generating a random list satisfying Items (1) and (2) above is to use a sequence
of pairwise independent random variables. Actually, our analysis becomes even easier if we use a
sequence of 3-wise independent random variables. It will be most convenient to use the construction
given in Alon et. al. 3] which works in the eld GF (2m ), since this eld corresponds naturally to
the set of m-bit strings. The construction uses t < 2m arbitrary elements of the eld, denoted
1 2 ::: t. A sequence of t elements is represented by a triplet of eld elements, denoted (u v w),
and the ith element in the sequence is u + i  v + 2i  w (where all operations are in the eld). Clearly,
this construction satises Item (1) above. It is also well-known that a uniformly selected triplet
(u v w) induces a t-long sequence which is 3-wise independent so that each element is uniformly
distributed in GF (2m ).9 For t = 2k+2 ; 1, it follows (by Chebyshev's Inequality) that any set
S  f0 1gn of cardinality at least 2m;k is hit with constant probability. Thus, Item (2) is satised
as well. Before proceeding, let us remark that we may assume, without loss of generality, that
2k+2 ; 1 < 2m (as otherwise we can use the trivial procedure of asking the oracle for a (random)
element in Sx ).
We are left with the task of satisfying Item (3). A natural implementation of the above sampling
procedure is to ask the oracle for a random10 element in the intersection of the list and the subset
Sx . The intersection is expected to have size (2k+2 ; 1)  j2Smx j 4 (assuming11 , for simplicity, that
jSxj = 2m;k ). If the intersection of a uniformly chosen sequence and Sx always had size equal to its
expectation then we would have been done. However, this is unlikely to be the case. We can only
be guaranteed that with high probability the size of the intersection is close to its expectation and
sometimes even this does not hold (i.e., with small probability the size of the intersection is far from
the expectation). Our solution uses two natural ideas. First, we ignore the unlikely cases in which
the intersection is far from the expectation. Secondly, we skew the probabilities to compensate for
the inaccuracy. To be more specic, let I denote the intersection (of the list and Sx ) and let e
denote the expected size of the intersection. In case jI j > 2e the oracle indicates failure. Otherwise,
it indicates failure with probability 1 ; j2Iej and outputs each element in I with probability exactly
1
2e . This skewing is not sucient, since some elements in Sx may tend to appear, more often than
others, in lists which have too large intersection with Sx. Yet, we can correct this problem by a
more rened skewing. A detailed description follows.
Recall that we are given an (original) simulator which simulates the protocol with density
;
k
()
2 . Fix an input x to the protocol, dene k = k(jxj), and denote by m = m(jxj) the length of
the random tape used by the original simulator on input x. Set  = jSx j=2m and t = 2k+2 ; 1. We
are going to build a new simulator which uses k + O(1) oracle queries and runs the original simulator
as a subroutine (see Step (4)). The new simulator will produce an output with constant probability
and its output will be distributed identically to the distribution produced by the original simulator
This can be seen by considering the equalities which relate to any three elements in the sequence (i.e., the elements
in positions i, j and k). These equations form a non-singular transformation of the triplet (u v w) to the values of
these three elements. (Thus, all possible 23m outcomes are possible and appear with the same probability.)
10 The oracle can be made to take \random" moves by supplying it with coin tosses (by appending them to the
query).
11
Recall that we are only guaranteed that jSx j  2m;k ).
9
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when its coins are taken from the \good sub-space". Thus, the new simulator is a good one (i.e.,
it simulates the original prover-verier interaction).

The new simulator (for the oracle denition of knowledge complexity):
1. The simulator picks uniformly a triplet (u v w) so that u v w 2 GF (2m ). This triplet is a
succinct representation of the t-long sequence

L = L(u v w) def
= (u + i v + 2i w)1it
The simulator sends (u v w) to the oracle.
2. The oracle answers as follows:
(a) If either jL \ Sx j = 0 or jL \ Sx j > 2  (t  ), then the oracle returns \failure" (i.e., 0k+2 ).
Here and below L \ Sx is a multi-set and so

jL(u v w) \ Sxj = jfi : u + iv + 2i w 2 Sxgj
(b) Otherwise, the oracle picks at random r 2 L \ Sx .
Actually, it picks uniformly an element in fi : u + i v + 2i w 2 Sx g.
(c) With probability PxiL (to be specied below), the oracle returns the index i chosen in
Sub-step (b) above.
(d) Otherwise (with probability 1 ; PxiL), the oracle returns \failure".
3. If the oracle returns \failure", then the simulator stops with no output.
4. Otherwise, upon receiving answer i (1  i  t), the simulator computes r u + i v + 2i w,
and runs the original simulator using r as its random tape.

Motivation: Let us rst assume, for simplicity, that jSxj = 2mm+2+2=t 2m;k and that the cardinality
of L \ Sx always equals its expected value (i.e., jL \ Sx j = 2 t  2tm = 22 ). This means that the

oracle never answers \failure" in Step (2a). Setting PxrL = 1, the oracle never answers \failure"
in Step (2d) either. Since each element of the list is uniformly distributed, it follows that each
r 2 Sx is selected with probability jS2x2 j  212 = jS1x j . However, this simple analysis does not suce in
general since the \uniform behavior" of the cardinality of L \ Sx cannot be guaranteed. Instead,
an approximate behavior can be shown to occur.
Analysis: We call a list L bad if either jL \ Sxj = 0 or jL \ Sxj > 2  (t  ). Otherwise, the list
is called good. Thus, the oracle answers \failure" in Step (2a) if and only if it is presented with a
bad list. For every r 2 Sx and every i  t, we denote by Lir the set of lists in which r appears in
the ith position namely
Lir def
= f(u v w) : r = u + i v + 2i wg
Clearly, jLir j = 2;m  23m (as each element in a random list is uniformly distributed). Now let Gir
denote the subset of good lists in Lir (i.e., L 2 Gir i L is good and in Lir ). Using the fact that
lists are 3-wise independent, we show (see Lemma 4.4 below) that at least 21 of the lists in Lir are
in Gir . We now list a few elementary facts regarding any xed r 2 Sx
1. The probability that r is used in Step (4) of the simulator is the sum over all i's of the
probabilities that the oracle returns i in Step (2c) and r = u + i v + 2i w holds.
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2. The probability that the oracle returns i and r = u + i v + 2i w holds equals p1  p2  p3, where

p1 def
= Prob(L 2 Lir )
p2 def
= Prob(L 2 GirjL 2 Lir )
X
1 P 
1 
p3 def
=
xiL
L2Gir jGir j jL \ Sxj
where the probabilities (in the rst two denitions) are taken uniformly over all possible
choices of L. Recall that p1 = 2;m and that (we'll show) p2 > 21 .
3. Setting PxiL def
= jL2\tSx j  qir , where r is the ith element in L (and qir will be determined next),
we get p3 = q2irt . Note that qir  1 guarantees that PxiL  1 (since jL \ Sx j  2t).
1=2
ir j  1 , we set q def
4. Knowing that p2 = jjGLir
ir = p2 (which guarantees qir  1). We conclude
j
2
that the probability that the oracle returns i and r = u + i v + 2i w holds equals
;m 1=2
2;m  p2  2qir
=
2
 2t
t

Consequently, the probability that r is used in Step (4) of the simulator equals


t 2

;m


1
=
2
 2t = 14  2m1 
= 14  jS1 j

x

This means that with probability 1=4 our simulator produces an output and that this output
is produced by invoking the original simulator using a coin sequence uniformly chosen in Sx.
A few minor things require attention. Firstly, in the above description we have required the oracle
to make random choices, an action which it cannot do. To overcome this problem, we simply
let the simulator supply the oracle with extra coin-tosses which the oracle uses for implementing
its random choices. (This works well if it suces to approximate the probabilities in question,
as is the case when treating statistical knowledge-complexity we'll remark about handling perfect
knowledge complexity at a later stage). Another minor diculty is that the simulator described
above outputs conversations with probability 41 (and outputs nothing otherwise). Hence, we only
=4 ()  kc
proved kc1oracle
Fraction ()+2. Yet, using Proposition 2.6,12 the current proposition follows.
We now turn to prove the following

Lemma 4.4 For every i  t and every r 2 Sx,
Prob(L 2 Gir jL 2 Lir )  95 ; 2;k > 12
We will ask the oracle to indicate which of three uniformly chosen random-tapes (for the 14 -simulator) is going
to produce an output. This requires two additional queries and the probability that none of the three random-tapes
produces an output is at most (3=4)3 < 21 .
12
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Proof: Using the hypothesis that the sequence is 3-wise independent, it follows that xing the ith

element to be r leaves the rest of the sequence pairwise independent (and uniformly distributed over
f0 1gm). Assume, without loss of generality, that i = t and let s = t ; 1. Dene random variables
j representing whether the j th element of the (s-long) sequence hits Sx . Recall,  = jSx j=2m and
thus j = 1 with
probability  and j = 0 otherwise. Now, the event that we are interested in is
P
rewritten as sj=1 j > 2t ; 1, where the ;1 is due to the fact that the tth element in the t-long
sequence is assumed to be in Sx . Thus, using Chebyshev's Inequality we get
s
X

Prob(L 62 Gir jL 2 Lir ) = Prob(

j =1
s
X

< Prob(j

j =1

j

 s(s(1;;1)2)

> 2t ; 1)
j ; sj > s ; 1)

Using s  (2k+2 ; 2)  2;k = 4 ; 2;k+1 , the above expression is bounded by 94 +2;k and the lemma
follows (since we may assume k > 5 or else k = O(log n)). 2
The proposition now follows (for statistical knowledge complexity). For the case of perfect knowledge
complexity, we are left with one problem namely, implementing the random choices required of
the oracle with exactly the prescribed probability. To this end, we slightly modify the procedure as
follows. First, we observe that the two random choices required of the oracle can be incorporated
into one. Indeed, an alternative description of the oracle's choices is that given a good list L (i.e.,
jL \ Sxj  2t) which contains r 2 L \ Sx as its ith element, the oracle answers i with probability
1
1
dlog2 2te) maintains the
jL\Sx j  PxiL = qir  2t . Replacing 2t by the next power of 2 (i.e., 2
validity of the procedure (since the decrease in the probability of using r 2 Sx is equal for all such
r's) while possibly decreasing the probability of output by up to a factor of 2 (see Fact 4 in the
list of elementary facts above). The advantage of this modication is that the oracle can easily
handle probabilities which are of the form q=2l for integers q and l. So given a good list L (i.e.,
jL \ Sxj  2dlog2 2te), we can select each index i corresponding to an r 2 L \ Sx with probability
2;dlog2 2te. We are left with the problem of implementing the additional \sieve" corresponding to
probability qir which equals jGir1j==2jLir j = 2jjLGirirjj . This probability is not of the \admissible" form,
yet we observe that the very same probability needs to be implemented for every L 2 Gir . So,
instead, we may designate jL2ir j ( jGir j) of the lists in Gir and modify the oracle so that it returns
the index i (corresponding to r) only when presented with these lists. To summarize, the modied
oracle procedure for the case of perfect knowledge complexity is as follows.
notation: Let L = L(u v w) be the list indicated in the query and D def
= 2dlog2 (2(t))e. For every
i and r, let Dir be an arbitrary subset of Gir having cardinality jL2ir j .
(a') If jL \ Sxj > D, then the oracle returns \failure".
(b') Otherwise, the oracle uniformly selects j 2 f1 2 ::: Dg. If j > jL \ Sxj then the oracle returns
\failures" otherwise, i is dened as the index in L of the j th element in L \ Sx and r is the
element itself (i.e., r = u + i v + 2i w).
(c') If L 2 Dir then the oracle returns the index i chosen above.
(d') Otherwise (i.e., L 2 Gir ; Dir ) the oracle returns \failure".
18

Using the modied oracle, our simulator produces an output with probability at least 1=8 (and the
output distribution is identical to the output distribution of the original simulator when run on a
random tape uniformly selected in Sx ). Using Proposition 2.6,13 the current proposition follows.

2

Remark 4.5 Our original proof of Proposition 4.3 (cf., 14]) used a more complicated construction

of a \somewhat random" list with no apparent advantage. Furthermore, the additive constant
achieved there (i.e., 11) is worse.

4.2 The oracle vs. average oracle measure

=2 () + 2.
Proposition 4.6 For any interactive proof , kcoracle()  kc1oracle
Proof: Suppose we have a probabilistic polynomial time oracle machine (a simulator) that queries
the oracle k(jxj) times, outputs a conversation with probability at least 21 , and its output distri-

bution is statistically close to . We construct a new simulator which chooses random coin-tosses
for the original simulator and asks the oracle whether these coins are \good", i.e., whether on this
random string the original simulator (querying the original oracle) outputs a conversation (rather
then nothing). If the oracle says \yes", the original simulator is run on these coin-tosses, and its
k(jxj) queries are answered by the oracle. Otherwise the new simulator tries again. In order not
to allow innite runs, we let the new simulator make up to p(jxj) tries, where p is a polynomial
bounding the length of the conversations in . If all tries fail, the new simulator asks the oracle
for a conversation. The probability that the new simulator succeeds in each try is at least 21 , and
therefore if the simulator were allowed to make innite runs, we would have got that the expected
number of additional queries made by the new simulator would have been at most 2. Note that
forcing the simulator to stop after p(jxj) tries, and then make additional p(jxj) queries, does not
increase the average number of additional queries. 2
In light of the results in Section 5, it is not possible to bound the opposite direction (i.e., it is not
=2 ()  kc
even possible to prove that kc1oracle
oracle() + p(jxj) for some polynomial p and all 's).

4.3 The oracle and the strict oracle versions are close.

1=2
Clearly, as stated in Proposition 2.5, kcstrict
oracle()  kcoracle(). Proposition 4.7 gives us a complementary relation.

Proposition 4.7 For any interactive proof  and any unbounded function g : N ! N ,
1=2
kcstrict
oracle()  kcoracle() + log(log(jxj)) + g (jxj).
Proof: Use Proposition 2.7 with  = jxjf1(jxj) , where f (jxj) = minf2g(jxj) jxjg. Note that  is a

negligible fraction and that Proposition 2.7 holds as long as  > 2;poly(jxj) . We get a simulator
which does not produce an output with probability at most . We modify this simulator so that
it always produces an output. (Note that since we are using the statistical version of knowledge
complexity it doesn't matter what the output is in this case, which happens with a negligible
probability). 2
In light of the results in Section 5, the above result cannot be improved in general.
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This time we use 7 random-tapes (and (7=8)7 < 1=2) and this requires three additional queries.
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5 Separation results
In this section we provide separation results for the knowledge complexity of specic protocols. We
stress that these results do not necessarily translate to a separation of languages according to their
knowledge complexity (which would have implied a separation between BPP and PSPACE ). As
mentioned in Subsection 3.4, we consider only knowledge complexity functions which are polynomially bounded. This fact is required in all the proofs of this section.

5.1 Strictness of the hierarchies

We rst show a separation in each of the knowledge complexity hierarchies. Namely, we show that
each of these hierarchies (of protocols) is strict.

Theorem 5.1 Let k : N ! N be a polynomial time computable function. Then there exists an
interactive proof system (P V ) (for the language f0 1g ) satisfying:
1. (P V ) has knowledge complexity at most k(jxj) in the hint sense (and also in all other senses
considered in this paper).

2. (P V ) has knowledge complexity at least k(jxj) in the hint sense.
3. (P V ) has knowledge complexity at least k(jxj) in the strict oracle sense.
4. (P V ) has knowledge complexity at least k(jxj) ; 1 in the oracle sense.
5. For any polynomial p, the interactive proof system (P V ) has knowledge complexity greater
than k(jxj) ; p(j1xj) in the fraction sense.
6. For any polynomial p, the interactive proof system (P V ) has knowledge complexity greater
than k(jxj) ; 2 ; p(j1xj) in the average oracle sense.

Proof of Part 1: Consider an interactive proof (for the language f0 1g ) in which, on input

x, the prover sends to the verier a string K (x) (to be specied later). Clearly, the protocol
has knowledge-complexity at most k(jxj) in the hint sense (and all other senses) for any function
K : f0 1g ! f0 1g satisfying jK (x)j  k(jxj). Hence, Part (1) is satised (even for perfect
knowledge-complexity). 2

Overview of the proof of Parts 2{6: To prove Parts (2)-(6) we use the diagonalization technique. We will show that it is possible to choose the function K () such that all Turing machines fail

to simulate this protocol unless they receive the help that is stated in the theorem (i.e., enough hint
bits, enough oracle bits, or the possibility to output a small enough \good" subspace Sx). In each
part of the theorem there is a lower bound on the help needed to simulate the protocol properly. We
are going to build a protocol (i.e., a function K ()) for which all lower bounds hold. For each lower
bound and each possible Turing machine , M , which may serve as a simulator, we select a dierent
input x and set the function K at x such that the machine M on input x does not simulate the
transcript K (x) unless it gets enough help as stated in the lower bound. Actually, this description,
adopted in the rest of the proof, suces only for foiling perfect simulations (and thus establishing
perfect knowledge-complexity lower bounds). To foil statistically close simulations (and establish
statistical knowledge-complexity lower bounds), we need to select a (dierent) innite sequence of
20

inputs per each possible machine (since any two nite sequences of random variables may be said
to be statistically close).
For simplicity, we discuss each lower bound separately, and foil all machines that do not get
enough help as stated in the specic lower bound. However, one should keep in mind that we are
building a single function K which satises all the lower bounds simultaneously.
Our proof proceeds as follows. We rst prove Part (5) of the theorem, next, Part (4) (and
similarly Parts (3) & (2)), and conclude by proving Part (6).

Proof of Part 5: Here we show that for an appropriate choice of a function K , the above
interactive proof has knowledge complexity greater than t(jxj) def
= k(jxj) ; p(j1xj) in the fraction sense

for any given polynomial p. The function K is constructed using the diagonalization technique.
Consider an enumeration of all probabilistic polynomial time machines. For each machine M ,
select a dierent input x, and consider the output distribution M (x). Machine M simulates the
interactive proof with density 2;t , if it outputs the string K (x) on input x with probability at least
1  (1 ; ), where  is a negligible fraction. Note that
1  (1 ; ) >
1
since  is smaller
2t(jxj)
2t(jxj)
2k(jxj)
than any polynomial fraction. By a pigeon hole argument, there is a string y of length k(jxj), that
appears in M (x) with probability at most 2k(1jxj) , and setting K (x) = y foils the simulation of M
on x.14 Part (5) follows. 2

Proof of Part 4: Here we show how to foil all oracle machines that never ask more than k(jxj) ; 2

questions (and must produce an output with probability at least 21 ). We consider an enumeration
of all probabilistic polynomial time oracle machines, and select a dierent input x for each machine
M . As a mental experiment, consider the output distribution of machine M on input x and access
to a random oracle . Again, by a pigeon hole argument, there is a string y of length k(jxj), that
appears in this distribution with probability less or equal to 2;k(jxj). We show that for any specic
oracle , the probability that this string y appears in the output distribution of machine M on
input x and access to the oracle  is 41 at the most. Let k = k(jxj) and let m = m(jxj) be a
bound on the running time of machine M on input x (and therefore, a bound on the number of
its coin-tosses). Denote by r 2 f0 1gm the coin-tosses of machine M , and by A(x r ) the k ; 2
answers that oracle  gives machine M on input x and random tape r. Note that x r and A(x r )
completely determine the behavior of machine M . Also note that the random oracle  is chosen
independently of r. Let us denote the output of machine M on input x, random string r and access
to oracle  by Mr (x). The probability that the string y appears in the output distribution of
machine M with access to a specic oracle 0 is
Probr (Mr0 (x) = y ) = Probr(Mr (x) = y jA(x r ) = A(x r 0))
r (Mr(x) = y )
 Prob Prob
r(A(x r ) = A(x r 0))
The numerator is at most 2;k by the selection of y . We show now that the denominator is equal
to 2k1;2 .
X
p def
= Probr (A(x r ) = A(x r 0)) = 21m
Prob(A(x r ) = A(x r 0))
r2f01gm
Note that we did not use the fact that M is a polynomial time machine. It is indeed true that we can set
the function K such that this protocol cannot be simulated with density 2;t(jxj) even by a (non-restricted) Turing
machine. A similar observation is valid for all the lower bounds in this theorem.
14

21

Since r (and x) are xed inside the summation, a random choice of k ; 2 oracle answers agrees
with the answers of the specic oracle 0 with probability 2k1;2 and we get:
1 = 1
p = 21m
k
;2
2k;2
r2f01gm 2
X

Thus, for any specic oracle 0 , the string y appears in the output distribution of M 0 (x) with
probability 14 at the most. Selecting K (x) = y , makes M fail with probability 43 (no matter what
oracle is being used). Part (4) follows. 2

Proof of Parts 2 and 3: The bound for the strict oracle version (i.e., Part (3)) is proven similarly

(recall that a strict oracle machine must always produce an output) and implies in turn the bound
for the hint version (i.e., Part (2)). 2

Proof of Part 6: Here we show how to foil all oracle machines which make at most k(jxj);2; p(j1xj)

queries on the average, for any polynomial p. Again, consider an enumeration of all probabilistic
polynomial time oracle machines, and select a dierent input x for each machine M . Let k = k(jxj)
and p = p(jxj). Let  denote the random variable that represents the number of queries that M
makes on input x and oracle . To show that E ( ) is \big", (i.e., bigger then k ; 2 ; p1 ), we will
rst show that if M (x) simulates the protocol then:
(1) For all log(k  p)  i < k, Prob(  < k ; i) < k1p
and
(2) For all 0  i < log(k  p), Prob(  < k ; i) < 2;i.
Finally, we will show that these two properties of  imply E ( ) > k ; 2 ; 1p .
We begin by showing Property (1). Assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists an i such
that log(k  p)  i < k and Prob(  < k ; i)  k1p . Consider the behavior of M after making k ; i ; 1
queries to the oracle . Machine M may either query more, or halt outputting a string without
making further queries. By hypothesis, the later happens with probability at least k1p . We use this
polynomial fraction of the output distribution to foil the simulation namely, we show that for an
appropriately chosen K (x), half of this (polynomial) fraction of the output distribution is dierent
from K (x) no matter what the oracle set is. Again, consider the output distribution of M on input
x and access to a random oracle 0. By the pigeon hole principle, there is a string y of length k, that
appears in this distribution with probability less or equal to 2;k . Again, a random choice of k ; i ; 1
answers agrees with the answers of any specic oracle set  with probability 2k;1i;1 . Therefore, for
any specic oracle , the string y appears in the output distribution of M  (x) with probability at
most 2;k  2k;i;1 = 2;i;1 . Selecting K (x) = y , we get that for every oracle  the probability that
M  (x) does not output K (x) is at least k1p ; 2;i;1  k1p ; 2k1p > nO1(1)) , which implies that M fails
to simulate  on x. To summarize, if M simulates the transcript of the protocol properly, Property
(1) must hold. A similar argument for 0  i < log(k  p) shows that we can choose K (x) = y so
that M fails to simulate on input x with probability at least 2;i ; 2;i;1 = 2;i;1 > 2k1p  nO1(1) .
Namely, Property (2) holds also for any candidate simulator.15
Note that the partition of the possible i's into two cases is needed in order to argue (by way of contradiction)
that Prob( < k ; i) ; 2;i;1 is a polynomial fraction of the output distribution.
15
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Using (1) and (2) we get:

E ( )  k ;
= k;

> k;

Part (4) follows. 2

k
X
i=1
kX
;1

Prob(  = k ; i)  i
Prob(   k ; i)

i=0
log(X
kp);1
i=0

> k ; 2 ; 1p

2;i ;

kX
;1

1

i=log(kp) k  p

5.2 Gaps between the measures

In this subsection, we present protocols which demonstrate the dierence between the various
measures. Specically, we investigate the gap between the oracle and the average oracle measures,
between the hint and the strict oracle measures, and between the oracle and the strict oracle
measures. Finally, we consider the variant of the oracle denition in which the simulator is required
to produce an output with probability at least  for some 0 <  < 1 which is not necessarily 1=2.
This variant was related to the oracle measure in Propositions 2.6 and 2.7. We present protocols
which demonstrate that the relations shown in Propositions 2.6 and 2.7 are (almost) tight.
Let us begin by showing that the gap between the average oracle and the other oracle versions,
cannot be bounded, even by a polynomial.

Proposition 5.2 For every polynomial time computable k(jxj) and every non-negligible (and polynomialtime computable) fraction p(jxj) (i.e., 9c > 0 such that p(jxj) > jx1jc ) there exists an interactive
proof system (for f0 1g ) satisfying:
1. (P V ) has knowledge complexity at most p(jxj)  k(jxj) < 1 in the average Oracle sense.
2. (P V ) has knowledge complexity greater than k(jxj) ; 2 ; log p(j1xj) in the Oracle sense.
Proof: We consider an interactive proof in which, on input x, with probability p(jxj) the prover
sends K (x) to the verier (and otherwise sends nothing). Clearly, for jK (x)j  k(jxj), this interactive proof has average knowledge complexity at most p(jxj)  k(jxj) (i.e., in the average Oracle
sense). We now show that for an appropriate choice of K , the above interactive proof has knowledge complexity greater than t(jxj) def
= k(jxj) ; 2 ; log p(j1xj) in the Oracle sense. As in the proof of
Theorem 5.1, we make a mental experiment considering the output of an arbitrary oracle machine
M on input x and access to a random oracle . We set K (x) = y , where y is a k(jxj)-bit string
satisfying Prob(M (x) = y )  2;k(jxj) (for a random oracle ). As each oracle  has probability
2;t(jxj) to coincide with t(jxj) random answers, it follows that for any specic oracle set , we have
Prob(M (x) = y )  2t(jxj)  2;k(jxj) = 2;2;log2 (1=p(jxj)) = p(jxj)
4
On the other hand, the protocol (P V ) outputs y with probability at least p(jxj). Since p(jxj) is a
non-negligible fraction, it follows that M (even when allowed to produce no output with probability
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1=2) fails to simulate the protocol (P V ) (no matter which oracle is used to answer M 's queries).
The proposition follows. 2
Interestingly, we can bound
the knowledge complexity of the protocol appearing in the above

1
proof by k(jxj) + 1 ; log p(jxj) even in the strict oracle measure. The simulator (for the strict
oracle version) guesses the rst log p(j1xj) bits of K (x) and sends them to the oracle, which replies
whether this guess is correct or not. In case it is not, the simulator outputs nothing. Otherwise, it
queries the oraclefor the
remaining k(jxj) ; log p(j1xj) bits of K (x). Thus, the simulator makes at

most k(jxj) ; log p(j1xj) + 1 queries, and output K (x) with probability p(jxj) as it should.
The following proposition shows a huge gap between the hint version and the strict oracle
version of knowledge complexity.

Proposition 5.3 There exists an interactive proof  that has knowledge complexity 1 in the strict
Oracle sense, yet for any polynomial p, it holds that kchint() > p(jxj).
Proof: The protocol  is the following: V sends a random string r in f0 1gjxj to P , which responds

with a single bit K (x r). Clearly, for any K , this protocol yields one bit of knowledge in the strict
oracle sense. Let n = jxj. We build a function K (x r) such that any probabilistic polynomial time
machine that uses a hint of length less than t(n) def
= 101  2n fails to simulate . We consider an
enumeration of all probabilistic polynomial time \hint machines" and for each machine M we select
a dierent input x, on which M fails to simulate . Let us consider the distributions M (x h) for
all possible hints h 2 f0 1gt(n). For each h 2 f0 1gt(n), dene a function f (h) : f0 1gn ! f0 1g so
that f (h) (r) = i Prob(M (x h) = (r ))  Prob(M (x h) = (r " )) (set = 0 if the probabilities
are equal). Clearly, M (x h) does not simulate the protocol properly if f (h) () is not \close" to
K (x ). We show that there is a function that is not close to any f (h) (h 2 f0 1gt(jxj)), and thus,
by selecting this function for K (x ), we foil the simulation of M on x (no matter which h is used
as a hint). We say that a function f is close to a function g if they disagree on less than 61 of
their possible inputs. Using this notation, if f (h) () is not close to K (x ) then for at least 61 of the
r 2 f0 1gn it holds that
Prob ( M (x h) 6= (r K (x r)) j M (x h) = (r ) )  1
2
Since (P V ) outputs (r K (x r)) for a uniformly selected r, we get that the statistical dierence
between the distributions M (x h) and (P V )(x) is at least 121 . Thus, M does not simulate (P V )
properly (with hint h).
We use a counting argument to show that there exists a function K (x ) : f0 1gn ! f0 1g
which is not close to any of the possible f (h) 's. The number of possible f (h) 's is 2t(n) (this is the
number of possible h's), and the
number
of functions that agree with a specic f (h) on at least 56 of
!

n
n
the r's is bounded by l(n) def
= 22n  2 26 . Therefore, the total number of functions that are close
6

to f (h) for some h 2 f0 1gt(n) is less than l(n)  2t(n) < 22n , and we can select a function K (x ) to
foil the simulation of M on x. 2
It was asserted in Proposition 4.7 that for any interactive proof , and any unbounded g : N !
1=2
N kcstrict
oracle()  kcoracle() + log(log(jxj)) + g (jxj). The following proposition shows that we can
not do better in general.
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Proposition 5.4 For every polynomial time computable function k : N ! N and for any constant
=2 () = k(jxj) + 1 and kcstrict () 
c > 0, there exists an interactive proof  such that: kc1oracle
oracle
k(jxj) + log(log(jxj)) + c.
Proof: Suppose, rst, that k(jxj) = 0. Let Sx  f0 1gjxj be a set of cardinality 21  2jxj. Consider a
protocol, , in which the prover P sends V a uniformly chosen y 2 Sx . A simulator of the oracle
type can choose a string uniformly in f0 1gjxj, and ask the oracle whether y 2 Sx . Thus, for any

Sx , the simulator outputs a conversation of the right distribution with probability 21 . We use again
the diagonalization technique, and show that for each strict oracle simulator M , which makes at
most log(log(jxj)) + c queries to the oracle, there exists a set Sx such that M can not simulate
(x) properly. In particular, we show that even if Sx is uniformly chosen among the subsets of
f0 1gjxj which have cardinality 21  2jxj, the probability that M does not output an element of Sx
is non-negligible (no matter which oracle is used to answer M 's queries). Thus, there exist such
an Sx which M fails to simulate. As before, we denote by Mr(x) the output of M on input x,
coin tosses r and oracle . First, we show that for a randomly chosen set Sx and any xed random
string r, the probability that M does not output an element of Sx is non-negligible no matter what
the oracle answers are. It follows that the probability that M does not output an element of Sx,
when Sx is random as before, is non-negligible also when the string r is uniformly chosen.
First, note that (for a xed r) the set fMr (x)g contains only O(log(jxj) dierent strings. This
follows from the fact that the behavior of Mr is completely determined by the log(log(jxj))+ c bits
which it gets from the oracle, and there are only O(log(jxj) possible dierent sequences of answers.
Therefore, the probability
that all the strings in fMr(x)g are not in Sx (for a randomly chosen
 O(log(jxj))
Sx) is at least 21
= jxjO1 (1) . In other words, the probability that machine M does not
output an element of Sx is greater than a polynomial fraction. Since the argument holds for any r,
it certainly holds for a random r, leading to the conclusion, that for any oracle  (and a random
Sx ) the probability that M does not output an element in Sx is greater than a polynomial fraction.
Thus, there exists such Sx , and we can use it to foil M on x.
To extend the proof for any polynomial computable function k(jxj), we compose (sequentially)
the above protocol with the protocol used in the proof of Theorem 5.1. It seems intuitively clear
that this composition yields the desired assertion and this intuition is indeed valid. A complete
proof has to combine both proofs into a single diagonalization argument. The straightforward details are omitted. 2

Propositions 2.6 and 2.7 state the relations between the oracle measure, and the measures we
get by changing the constant 1=2 (the lower bound on the probability that the simulator produces
an output) to any constant 0 <  < 1. The following propositions show that we cannot get tighter
relations in general.

Proposition 5.5 For any polynomial computable function k : N ! N , and for each constant 0 <
=2 ( ) = k(jxj) + 1 and kc1; ( )  k(jxj) +
exists a protocol  such that kc1oracle
 < 21 , there

oracle 


log(log 1 ) + O(1).

Proof: By the same construction as in the previous proof.
=2 ();
Proposition
5.6 For every interactive proof , and every 0 <  < 21 , kcoracle()  1+maxfkc1oracle
 
blog 21 c 0g. In particular, for every polynomial time computable function k : N ! N which is
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bounded by some xed polynomial,
  there exists an interactive proof  such that kcoracle() = k(jxj)
=2 ()  k(jxj) + log 1 ; 2.
and kc1oracle
2
1=2 version), and guess the
Proof: Guess
  a random string for the original simulator (for the oracle
rst blog 21 c answers of the oracle. Query the oracle whether this prex of the oracle answers is

correct for the chosen random string and whether the simulator produces
  an output on this random
string. If so, let the original simulator run (sparing the rst blog 21 c queries). Otherwise, stop
on the
with no output. With probability at least 21 , the original simulator produces anj output
 k
1
random tape chosen. Independently, the new simulator correctly guesses the rst log 2 oracle
responses with probability at least 2. Thus, the probability that the new simulator produces an
output is at least 21  2 =  .
The existence of the protocol  mentioned in the second assertion follows from the strictness of
the hierarchy (Theorem
Namely, there exists an interactive
proof  with knowledge complexity
 5.1).

 
1
1
at least k(jxj) + blog 2 c; 2 and at most k(jxj)+ blog 2 c ; 1 in the oracle sense. Thus,  also
satises kcoracle() = k(jxj). 2

6 Properties of knowledge complexity of languages in the hint
sense
In this section we investigate the \hint-knowledge complexity" hierarchy of languages and establish
two results - KC hint(poly (jxj))  AM2], and KC hint(O(log(jxj))  coAM2]. These results are
obtained by extending the result proven for zero-knowledge by Fortnow 10] and Aiello and Hastad
4]. In the sequel, we follow the construction of 4]16. One doesn't have to master the techniques
used in that work in order to understand our proofs. Yet, some properties of these techniques,
explicitly stated below, are essential to the validity of our proofs.
The construction in 4] considers the interactive proof (P V ) for L and the simulator M of
(P V ) guaranteed by the hypothesis17 . They use the simulator to build a new interactive proof
(P 0 V 0) for L which is of constant number of rounds. A simple enhancement in the construction
(see 4, 20]) produces also an interactive proof (P 00 V 00) for L (the complement of L) which also
has a constant number of rounds. (Employing 19] and 5] they get that L and L are in AM2].)
We rst note that the use of M in these proof systems is limited. The proof considers only the
function fMx which is dened so that fMx(r) is the output of M on input x and random string r.
The simulator is not considered on other inputs, and the algorithm by which fMx() is computed
is immaterial as long as it runs in polynomial time in jxj.
By the denition of the simulator M , there is no restriction on its behavior when the input x
is not in L (except for being polynomial time). Namely, when x 62 L, the only property of fMx()
which is guaranteed by M being a simulator is that fMx () is computable in polynomial time (in
jxj).
16
The AM2] protocol built in 10] for a language L whose complement has a statistical zero-knowledge interactive
proof has a ow (see Appendix A in 13] for further details). However, the basic ideas in 10] were extended in 4] to
construct an AM2] protocol for a language L that has a statistical zero-knowledge interactive proof. Furthermore,
the additional machinery presented in 4] suces also for proving Fortnow's result (see 20] details of how to use the
machinery of 4] to prove Fortnow's result).
17
Note that though the zero-knowledge property implies the existence of many simulators (one for each possible
verier), 4] use only the simulator for the original interactive proof (PV ), where V is not cheating.
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Returning to the proof systems in 10, 4], we get that when x 62 L, the properties of these proof
systems are maintained also in the case that they are given access to any polynomial time (in the
length of their input x) computable function f () and not necessarily to fMx(). Thus, we get

Claim 6.1 Suppose the protocol (P 0 V 0) (resp. (P 00 V 00)) is given access to some arbitrary proba-

bilistic polynomial time machine M 0 instead of the simulator M . Then, it still holds that for any
x 62 L the protocol (P 0 V 0) accepts (resp. (P 00 V 00) rejects) x with negligible probability (as it would
have accepted (resp. rejected) with access to the original simulator).

Comment: Both protocols require that the original interactive proof (P V ), has an exponentially

small error probability. This causes no diculty when using the honest verier in the Hint version.
We can run several copies of (P V ) in parallel without increasing the knowledge complexity, since
all copies of the simulation can use the same hint.

Theorem 6.2 Let L be a language that has an interactive proof with knowledge complexity k =
poly (jxj) in the Hint sense, then L 2 AM2].
Proof: We have a language L accepted by an interactive proof (P V ), and a simulator M that

on the input x, and the hint h(x), produces a conversation. If M gets the right hint, it produces a
good simulation of (P V ). Otherwise, nothing is guaranteed about the behavior of M , except for
polynomial running time.
We use the interactive proof (P 0 V 0 ) for L given by 4] with a preliminary step. In this step,
0
P sends V 0 the hint h(x) associated with the input x. After this step, P 0 and V 0 build a machine
M 0(x) def
= M (x h(x)) and proceed by running the protocol (P 0 V 0 ) on the input x using the
simulator M 0 .
It is clear that if both prover and verier act according to the protocol, then completeness is
ensured. Claim 6.1 implies the soundness of the protocol. The number of rounds is a constant, and
using 5] and 19] we get L 2 AM2] as desired. 2

Theorem 6.3 Let L be a language that has an interactive proof with knowledge complexity k =
O(log(n)) in the Hint sense, then L 2 coAM2].
Proof: Let us dene 2k(jxj) new simulators. For each  2 f0 1gk, let M0 (x) def
= M (x ) where

M is the hint machine which simulates the original interactive proof (P V ). Obviously, Mh0 (x) is
a good simulating machine for (P V ). The interactive proof we build runs (P 00 V 00), the protocol
constructed in 4] for L" , for 2k times in parallel. The ith copy uses Mi0 as its black box simulator.
Our new verier will accept the input x i all the sub-protocols end up accepting.
Completeness: Suppose x 2 L" (i.e., x 62 L). The construction of 4] guarantees that (P 00 V 00) accepts x with probability at least 1 ; (jxj) when P 00 and V 00 are given access to a proper simulator
and where : N ! 0 1] is some negligible fraction. However, by Claim 6.1, (P 00 V 00 ) accepts
x with this probability also when P 00 and V 00 are given access to any probabilistic polynomial
time machine (and not necessarily to a simulator for (P V )). Therefore, each copy of the protocol
(P 00 V 00) rejects x with a negligible probability, and the probability that at least one of these copies
rejects x is bounded by 2k(jxj)  (jxj). Since k(jxj) = O(log jxj) and since (jxj) is negligible, this
probability is also negligible.
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Soundness: If x 62 L" (i.e. x 2 L) then the copy of (P 00 V 00 ) which uses Mh0 (x) rejects x with probability almost 1, and since our verier accepts only if all the copies end up accepting, it will reject
x with probability almost 1. 2
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